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The Lioness in the Text:
Mary of Egypt as Immasculated Female Saint
Onnaca Heron
University of California, Davis

he oral legend of Saint Mary of Egypt, whose death is assigned the
date of about A.D. 430, was first recorded in Greek by Sophronius,
bishop of Jerusalem, in the mid-sixth century; roughly two centuries later, Paulus, the deacon of the church of holy Naples, translated
Sophronius’s text into Latin. While closely following his Greek source in
the Latin translation, Paulus the deacon inserted a “Prologus auctoris,” an
introductory allusion to the blinding and healing of Tobit by the archangel Raphael.1
This study will use the earliest known Anglo-Saxon version of the legend, “De Transitu Mariae Ægyptiace,” which has been dated in the tenth
century and closely follows the Latin source, including the introductory
Tobit allusion found in Paulus’s prologue. Although the Old English
homily on the “Death of Saint Mary of Egypt” is found inserted between
Aelfric’s Homily XXIII, “De Septem Dormientium” [The Seven Sleepers]
and his Homily XXIV “De Abdone et Senne” [Abdon and Sennes] in the
Cotton Julius E. VII manuscript containing Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, recent
scholarship unanimously agrees that the Anglo-Saxon translation of
Sanctæ Mariae Ægyptiace was not in fact translated by Aelfric, but rather
that it was inserted into the Lives by a later, unknown translator.2 This
anonymous Anglo-Saxon version abounds with stylistically non-Aelfric
Latinisms such as ablative absolute constructions and participial phrases
(rather than the typical infinitive phrases found in Aelfric’s style), and it
exhibits “what is for the most part a fairly close translation of the Latin”
uncharacteristic of other writings found in Aelfric’s manuscript.3 The fact
that the life of Saint Mary is not recognized in Aelfric’s table of contents

T

1The title of Sophronius’s text is “Bivo" Mariva" Aijguptiva" th``" ajpo; eJtaivridwn oJsivw"
ajskhsavsh" kataJ th;n e[rhmon tou jIordavnou”; the title of the Latin version by Paulus, deacon
of Naples, is “Vita S. Sanctae Mariae Ægyptiace quae Peccatrix appelatur, auctore Sophronio
Ierosolymae Epsicopo: Interprete Paulo Diacono Sanctae Neapoleos ecclesiae.”
2Caroline White, Aelfric: A New Study of His Life and Writing (Hamden: Archon,
1974), 129.
3 Hugh Magennis, “Contrasting Features in the Non-Aelfrician Lives in the Old
English Lives of Saints,” Anglia: Zeitschrift fur Englische Philologie 104 (1986): 333.
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further suggests that the Old English text was transcribed from the Latin
by an anonymous translator. Labelling the legend “Homily XXIIIB,”
Walter Skeat concludes that it “does not really belong to the set” because
“the style varies so much from that of the other Homilies, that it clearly
was not written by Aelfric.”4
The following summary of the earliest Greek version of Saint Mary of
Egypt’s story is adapted from Peter Dembowski’s interpretation of the
legend: Zosimus, a member of a Palestinian monastery, believes that he
has reached the summit of monastic perfection after fifty-three years of an
ascetic life. Forever searching out spiritual perfection, however, he decides
to leave his monastery for another; there, the monks traditionally spend
Lent in the desert beyond the River Jordan. During his first solitary
sojourn in the desert, Zosimus encounters and then chases an old woman
so ragged, hardened, and blackened by the elements and the sun that he
initially takes her for a wild animal or an evil spirit. The woman flees the
monk, who pursues her for some distance. She finally stops, gesturing for
him to give her his cloak to hide her nudity. The two enter conversation,
and the woman tells Zosimus her life story. Born in Egypt into a rich
Christian family, Mary abandons them at the age of twelve to lead the life
of a prostitute in Alexandria. After seventeen years of this debauched life,
Mary leaves the city with a group of Christians on pilgrimage to Jerusalem
to view the holy Rood. Her conversion takes place when, blocked by a
mysterious force, she realizes that she cannot enter the church housing the
holy Rood. Contemplating the depth of her sins, Mary turns towards an
image of the Virgin Mary outside of the temple, prays for forgiveness for
her debauched life, and promises to expiate it until her death. Only then
may she enter the temple and worship the cross. After leaving the temple,
Mary departs for the monastery of Saint John the Baptist; the following
day, she crosses over the River Jordan and into the desert equipped with
three loaves of bread. She lives in the desert for forty-seven years, eating
the three loaves, herbs, and desert roots for the first seventeen years, and
surviving without the need to eat nor drink for the remaining years.
Finished with her story, Mary forbids the monk to speak of their
encounter but invites Zosimus to return to the banks of the Jordan the following year to administer to her the rites of the Holy Communion. The
year runs its course—with the monk keeping his vow of silence—until
Zosimus journeys to the Jordan to give the old woman the Holy Communion. Although Saint Mary asks the monk to return in another year,
this second meeting in the desert will be their last encounter. For the following year, Zosimus returns to the desert’s interior, the place of their first
encounter, and finds her dead body, the corpse intact. Near the body he
4Magennis,

“Contrasting Features in the Non-Aelfrician Lives,” 446.
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sees an inscription by which he learns that the saintly woman is named
Mary and that she died the same night of her communion. He also learns
that she has miraculously covered the distance between the locale where
she received communion (on the banks of the River Jordan) and that of
their first encounter—a distance of twenty days’ march—in a single day.
The narrative ends with a description of Mary’s funeral; a lion suddenly
appears, comes to the aid (“vient à l’aide”) of Zosimus and digs the holy
woman’s grave.5
As Dembowski’s summary shows, Mary of Egypt’s story is related
through the narration of a fifty-three-year-old Palestinian monk, Zosimus,
who supposing himself “on eallum †ingum fulfremed” [perfected in all
things],6 wanders across the Jordan into the desert where he hears her
story. Perhaps in part due to the Zosimus narrative framework of Mary’s
life, standard critical interpretations of the legend often focus mainly on
the lesson learned by the holy monk who witnesses her several miracles
(including her burial) rather than on the exemplum offered by Mary of
Egypt herself. By concentrating on the moral of humiliation learned by
the previously self-satisfied monk, standard interpretations tend to ignore
the powerful message and extraordinary exemplum offered by Saint Mary
in isolation. While much may be learned about both figures when Zosimus
remains the center of the myth’s moral, Mary reveals herself most clearly
through her own words and actions. By investigating Mary’s “oral” text—
the story she verbally relates to the monk—in conjunction with the “education of Zosimus” narrative framework, readers may not only liberate
themselves from the constrictions inherent in traditional interpretations of
the myth, but they may also more thoroughly understand both the richness of the saint’s exemplum and the extraordinary gender dynamics permeating the myth. Perhaps more importantly, such a reading promotes a
recognition of Zosimus’s emasculated status on the one hand, and Mary’s
role as immasculated woman on the other.
In considering the saint’s sinful life prior to her conversion to asceticism, readers should first acknowledge how Mary delineates for herself an
unconventional gender space long before she sees the Marian vision. After
having rejected the love of her family, she spends five years as an unpaid
whore in Alexandria and then decides to leave for Jerusalem in search of
new partners to satisfy her nymphomania. By promising to pay the sailors
with her sexual favors, she obtains a sea passage and then impulsively
5Peter F. Dembowski, ed., La Vie de Sainte Marie l’Egyptienne: Versions en Ancien et en
Moyen Français (Geneva, 1977), 13–14.
6Walter Skeat, ed., Aelfric’s Lives of Saints: Edited from Manuscript Julius E. VII in the
Cottonian Collection, vol. 2 (London: Trubner, 1890), line 49. For each citation of the Old
English text, I use this edition and give Skeat’s modern English translation. Where line numbers from the Old to modern English do not coincide in Skeat’s side-by-side text, I give
both.
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throws away her spindle: “Ic †a sona †a swingle me fram awear†. †e ic
seldon gewunode on handa to hæbbenne” [Thereupon I soon cast from
me the flax-stick {better, spindle} which I was seldom wont to have in my
hands].7 After discarding the spindle, Mary runs to the sea and ogles the
ten young men standing together—sailors whom she lasciviously judges
suitable for her “lichaman luste” [bodily lust]8—and resolves to join them
on the journey.
Both Mary’s decision to leave Alexandria and her rejection of the spindle—which, by the way, she seems not to have used regularly—constitute
actions which scorn conventional ideas of medieval women. One critic
argues that, in discarding her spindle, Mary also throws away “her livelihood,” for virgins, married women, and widows were all supposed to
weave cloth to support themselves.9 However, considering the fact that
Mary uses her sexuality to pay for her passage, it may be argued that she
thus creates her own sexualized form of economic exchange which exists
not only outside conventional roles designated for medieval women, but
also exterior to the normal paradigm of prostitution. She consistently
avoids accepting money for sexual favors, instead emphasizes her own lust,
and energetically seeks partners strictly for her own pleasure. Thus, Mary
rejects the conventional (if sinful) paradigm of economic gain through
prostitution by steadfastly refusing monetary payment. If prostitution is
her trade, she values it only insofar as it promises her more sexual partners,
both on the voyage from Alexandria and once in Jerusalem.
In paying her sea-passage with her sexuality, Mary creates her own
virile and sexualized form of economic exchange, which exists outside of
the (male-designated) “honest” and “dishonest” occupations for women:
weaving and prostitution. It is perhaps for this reason that the Egyptian
Mary becomes a threatening figure not only to the Church fathers but also
to the medieval social order. Were she a real (i.e. paid) whore, she would
perhaps have been less threatening; but because she sleeps with men for
the sheer pleasure of it, she buttresses what Jane Stevenson has called
“male paranoia about women” and “contemporary views of women’s sexuality,” which equated licentiousness with a lack of female rational capacity
in the Middle Ages.10
Judith Weiss connects the Egyptian Mary with Stevenson’s hypothesis
in her essay, “The Metaphor of Madness in the Anglo-Norman Lives of St.
Mary the Egyptian.” In her discussion of the late-twelfth- and thirteenth7Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 367–68, 388–90.
8Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 371.
9Jane Stevenson, “The Holy Sinner: The Life of Mary

of Egypt,” inThe Legend of Mary
of Egypt in Medieval Insular Hagiography, ed. Erich Poppe and Bianca Ross (Portland: Four
Courts Press, 1996), 27.
10Stevenson, “The Holy Sinner,” 26.
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century metaphor of madness or “folie” connected with female sexuality,
Weiss asserts that in the Middle Ages “first, the clerical view of women
held them to be more prone to folly than men and, secondly, that licentious sexual behavior was called folie (as in faire folie and fole femme). [For
the Church fathers] Mary’s chosen occupation of prostitute obviously
makes her a madwoman.”11 Weiss shows how the blame for Mary’s sin in
medieval Anglo-Norse regions is shifted from the realm of economics or
personal choice to that of madness. But Mary’s focused, deliberate decisions and actions may be the result of a strong will or the consequence of
an independent spirit keenly aware of her desires, and not of mental illness.
The twelfth- and thirteenth-century Church fathers’ insistence on explaining away her immoral behavior with a plea of insanity suggests a Western
resistance to Mary’s very threatening status as a virile woman who makes
her own decisions and who finds her own original—if rebellious and licentious—lifestyle and means of economic exchange.
The implications of the discarded spindle stretch far beyond economic
considerations, however, for they also challenge the very base from which
medieval women were expected to act. In leaving for Alexandria, Mary not
only reinforces medieval “misogynist assumptions about women’s restlessness and lack of capacity for making reasoned decisions,”12 but she also
contradicts Saint Jerome’s pedagogical model for the female “honest
occupation” in the middle ages: “Discat et lanam facere, tenere colum,
ponere in gremio calatum, rotare fusum, stamina pollice ducere” [Let her
also learn to make wool, to hold the distaff, to put the basket in her lap, to
turn the spindle, to shape the thread with her thumb].13 The “menlich
wif” [manly woman] Mary thus subverts the normal gender-specific social
roles and spheres of action in feudal society symbolized “by the male
sword—‘swert’—and the female spindle—‘spille.’”14 While some historians and critics have pointed out that this distinction has its exceptions—as
with, for example, instances of Viking women who were buried with such
“male” objects as weapons instead of the conventional “female” spinning
implements15—Mary’s rejection of the spindle clearly contradicts the conventional medieval exempla offered by Biblical models, beginning with
Eve, of women as weavers and producers of cloth, and by classical figures

11Stevenson, “The Holy Sinner,” 164. See also Alison Adams, “The Metaphor of Folie
in Thomas’ Tristan,” Forum for Modern Language Studies 17 (1981): 88–89.
12Stevenson, “The Holy Sinner,” 27.
13F. A. Wright, trans., Selected Letters of St. Jerome (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1933), 360–61.
14Stephanie B. Pafenberg, “The Spindle and the Sword: Gender, Sex, and Heroism in
the Nibelungenlied and Kudrun,” Germanic Review 70 (1995): 108, 106.
15Carol J. Clover, “Regardless of Sex: Men Women, and Power in Early Northern
Europe,” Speculum: A Journal of Medieval Studies 68 (1993): 365.
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such as Penelope, who patiently weaves her tapestry while awaiting
Ulysses’ return.
Despite Mary’s show of economic insouciance and social independence before her conversion, however, it is not until she repents and
reforms that she attains the full, true status of a masculinized female.
While trying to accompany the other Egyptians to the holy site, an invisible spiritual force renders Mary impotent and bars her from the shrine
which contains relics of Christ’s Rood. Initially, Alexandrian Mary
attributes her inability to cross the threshold to her “wiflican unmihte”
[womanly want of strength].16 Soon, however, she realizes that the vengeance of God bars the door to her because of her hitherto sinful life. Only
once she repents and receives the Virgin’s grace may Mary of Egypt enter
the shrine.
Perhaps more importantly, once she renounces her former licentious
life and heads for the desert, Mary becomes aligned with several powerful
male Biblical figures. For instance, the three loaves of bread she takes on
her journey—food which will magically sustain her for seventeen years—
suggest both an affiliation with the prophet Elijah17 and an evident allusion to the miracle of the loaves and fishes. The levitation scene similarly
recalls Christ’s ascension, and her walk across the River Jordan constitutes
a symbol of baptism which parallels Saint Mary both with Christ, who
walks across the sea to the boat carrying his apostles, and with John the
Baptist.
In addition to these aspects of the legend which align Mary with the
male prophet/savior figure on a spiritual level, her body itself seems to
have become physically immasculated. When Zosimus pursues Mary
during their first encounter, he even seems to fall in love with her; but this
eroticized romantic tension does not stem from physical attraction.
Although the monk sees Mary naked, her once gorgeous body is now
extremely unattractive, and the Old English text describes how the desert
sun has rendered her complexion dry and swarthy and how her sunbleached, white hair barely reaches her neck:
swi∂e sweartes lichaman heo waes for †aere sunnan haeto. and †a
loccas hire heafdes waeron swa hwite swa wull. and †a na siddran
†onne o† †one swuran [she was very swart of body by reason of
the sun’s heat, and the locks of her head were as white as wool,
and they {reached} no farther than to the neck].18

16Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 411.
17 Benedicta Ward, Harlots of the Desert:

A Study of Repentance in Early Monastic
Sources (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1987), 33.
18Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 175–77, 183–85.
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The saint’s short, white hair, her “sweartes” body, and her emaciated
frame all lend her the literal, material aspect of a man or of a manly
woman. Furthermore, after her death, Mary’s lifeless body seems confused
with or transformed into a shining sun, the “scinende sunne” which Zosimus sees upon approaching her corpse.19 Here, Mary’s body becomes
nonfeminine and degendered into an immaterial, spiritual, and neutered
shining light.
With the exception of the three loaves, Zosimus witnesses all of the
miracles performed by the saint—the levitation, the stroll across the Jordan, the transformation of Mary’s body in death to a shining sun, and the
mysterious, divinely inspired intellectual gifts which allow her to know the
scriptures, Zosimus’s name, and the history of his monastery, as well as
how to write instructions regarding her burial despite her presumable lack
of education—and each plays a significant role in rendering the monk
more humble and less self-righteous. While these miracles tend to immasculate Mary, they also serve to emasculate and even feminize the monk
and place him in a subservient position to the female saint. For instance,
when Zosimus first sees Mary levitate in prayer, he fears she is an evil spirit
and makes the sign of the cross all around himself for protection; once he
realizes that this spiritually superior person is a holy ascetic, he worships
her by washing her feet with his tears on four separate occasions.20 Biblical
instances of one person’s bowing to, kissing, or washing another’s feet
indicate the “subjugation” of the subject who humbles himself to the
object of reverence.21 Here Zosimus’s ablution of Mary’s feet also aligns
her, once again, with Christ, whose feet are cleansed by Mary Magdalene’s
tears.
The ablution allusion to Mary Magdalene is also significant because it
is she, and not the (male) apostles, who is chosen to witness and report
Christ’s resurrection.22 Even so, Mary Magdalene traditionally represents
the “spiritual dependence upon Christ which can live without his visible
presence,”23 an aspect of faith which Mary of Egypt has mastered but
which Zosimus still clearly lacks. Like Mary Magdalene, Mary of Egypt
sees with “the eyes of [her] heart,” proclaiming, “Symle ic witodlice minre
heortan eagan [...] ahof” [Verily I continually raised the eyes of my
heart].24
In contrast, Zosimus constantly relies on the literal vision of Mary
during his three visits to the desert. On the second visit, for instance, the
19Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 741.
20Skeat, Aelifric’s Lives of Saints, 661, 744, 768, 815.
21Charles Randall Barnes, The People’s Bible Encyclopedia

tion Society, 1924), 380.
22John 20:11–18.
23Barnes, Bible Encyclopedia, 686.
24Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 581, 559–60.

(Chicago: People’s Publica-
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monk, who at least initially seems to seek spiritual guidance by “his eagen
up to †am heofone hæbbende” (lifting his eyes up to heaven),25 nonetheless calls on God in desperation and repeatedly begs Him not to deny him
his scopophilic pleasure. That is, he still relies on the strictly physical vision
of the Egyptian Mary in the arena of her desert home on that second visit:
ne fremda †u drihten †ære gesih∂e †e †u me ærest æteowdest. †œt
ic huru ídel heonone ne hwyrfe. mine synna on-†reagunge berende; Îus he mid tearum biddende. him eft o†er ge†anc on
befeoll †us cwe∂ende. and hu nu gif heo cym∂. hu sceall heo †as
ea ofer-faran nu her nan scip nys †œt heo to me unwur∂an becuman mæge; Eala me ungesæligan swa rihtwislicre gesih∂e afremdad me
[“O Lord, do not banish the vision that Thou didst before shew
me, that I may not at any rate return hence in vain, bearing the
reproach of my sins.” As he was praying thus with tears, again
another thought came into his mind: “And how now if she
cometh? How shall she cross over the river, now that there is no
ship wherein she may come to me, who am unworthy? Ah! me
miserable! me, who am banished from a vision so righteous!”]26
Perhaps due to his feelings of what Bendicta Ward terms “love and adoration” for the Egyptian Mary,27 Zosimus seems incapable of escaping the
sexually charged (male) voyeuristic act of looking which, paradoxically,
allows for no physical contact with the object of desire.28 In this way, Zosimus becomes an impotent viewer in his strictly visual pursuit of the erotically/spiritually desired object. In contrast, Mary’s power—her inner
vision—comes not only from her spirituality but also, at least after her
repentance, “from her transcendence of sexuality, centered on virginity
and chastity.”29
The reference to Tobit, first introduced as an authorial preface to the
legend by Pilaus the deacon, also emphasizes the sense of sight, or lack
thereof, suggested by Zosimus’s “visual” attraction vis-à-vis Mary. Initially
introduced into the Latin version by Paulus in the eighth century, the
Tobit allusion was maintained in the subsequent Old English translations
and again suggests the sense of sight while warranting the poet’s retelling
25Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 669, 691.
26Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 670–76, 692–99.
27Ward, Harlots of the Desert, 33.
28A. C. Spearing, The Medieval Poet as Voyeur: Looking

and Listening in Medieval LoveNarratives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), xii.
29Clare A. Lees, “Gender and Text in the Later Middle Ages,” review of Gender and
Text in the Later Middle Ages, ed. Jane Chance, Journal of English and German Philology 97
(1998): 24.
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of Mary’s conversion from a life of sin to one of chastity. For, like Tobit’s
story, Mary of Egypt’s tale advertises God’s glory:
Verily it is read, that Raphael the archangel was speaking to Tobit,
after the loss of his eyes, and again after their glorious enlightenment, and after the past dangers from which he was delivered,
thus saying: “Truly it is very harmful that the secrets of mankind
be revealed; and again it is a great disgrace for the soul that one
should conceal the glorious works of God.” For these reasons I
will in no wise be silent concerning the holy records. He hath
made known to me that I may fall into the disgraceful sentence of
the slothful servant, who hid the talent received from his Lord,
without increase, in the earth; but let no man be too unbelieving
in me, when writing about those things, which I have heard and
learnt by enquiry in this wise; may it never be that I should falsify
the holy narratives or keep silence from speech.30
Since the Book of Tobit was not as yet banished to the obscure reputation
of the Apocryphal texts but remained canonized in the Middle Ages,
medieval readers of the Latin and Old English versions of the legend of
Saint Mary of Egypt certainly enjoyed some familiarity with Tobit’s story;
they probably understood the allusion as connecting the righteous Old
Testament figure, Tobit, and his daughter-in-law, the chaste Sarah, with
their respective holy sixth-century counterparts, Zosimus and Mary of
Egypt. An extremely pious man who performed many acts of mercy by
burying the dead according to God’s—and in direct defiance of King Sennacherib’s—orders, Tobit is tried when God denies him his sense of sight.
In the following passage we see how God means to test pious Tobit’s
patience with physical blindness:
Contigit autem ut quadam die fatigatus a sepultura veniens
domum iactasset se iuxta parietem et obdormisset. Ex nido
hirundinum dormienti illi calida stercora insiderent super oculos
eius fieretque caecus. Hanc autem temptationem ideo permisit
Dominus evenire illi ut posteris daretur exemplum patientiae eius
sicut et sancti Iob.
[Now it happened one day, that being wearied with burying, he
{Tobit} came to his house, and cast himself down by the wall and
slept. And as he was sleeping, hot dung out of a swallow’s nest fell
upon his eyes and he was made blind. Now this trial the Lord
therefore permitted to happen to him, that an example might be
given to posterity of his patience, as also of holy Job.]31
30Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints,
31Tobiae 2:10–12, Vulgate.

6–18.
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After losing his sight, Tobit relies on his wife Anna’s weaving and
other work for the economic survival of his family: “Anna vero uxor eius
ibat ad textrinum opus cotidie et de labore manuum suarum victum quem
consequi poterat deferebat” [Now Anna his wife went daily to weaving
work, and she brought home what she could get for their living by the
labour of her hands].32 It is only years later that Tobit regains his sight
through the intervention of his son Tobias, who will marry the chaste
Sarah, a woman despairing because her first seven husbands have been
killed by a devil as they tried to come to her on their wedding nights. Significantly, the fates of blind Tobit and chaste Sarah, both of whom hope
for death in their awful dilemmas, are intertwined because their prayers are
heard simultaneously in the glorious presence of God:
in illo tempore exauditae sunt preces amborum in conspectu gloriae summi Dei et missus est angelus Domini sanctus Rafahel ut
curaret ambos quorum uno tempore fuerat oratio in conspectu
Domini recitata.
[At that time the prayers of {both Tobit and Sarah} were heard in
the sight of the glory of the most high God: and the holy angel of
the Lord, Raphael, was sent to heal them both, whose prayers at
one time were rehearsed in the sight of the Lord].33
Hearing both prayers at the same time, God sends Raphael to heal both
Tobit and Sarah in their afflictions. Disguised as a man, Raphael enters
Tobit’s home to begin the redemption of both Tobit’s and Sarah’s intertwined fates. That is, Raphael succeeds in motivating Tobias (Tobit’s son)
to take a journey that will ultimately result not only in a happy and fruitful
marriage for Sarah but also in the healing of Tobit’s eyes. On the journey,
Raphael advises Tobias to save for medicine the gall, heart, and liver of a
giant fish he catches, and also to marry Sarah. Tobias, adverse to marrying
the virgin bride for fear of suffering the same fate as her previous bridegrooms, nonetheless follows the archangel Raphael’s advice, marries her,
but does not consummate the marriage for three nights. Again following
the archangel’s advice, Tobias lays the liver of a magic fish on the fire for
the duration of the three nights to drive the devil away; when Tobias eventually departs with his bride to return to his parents’ home, he also takes
the gall of the fish per Raphael’s instructions, which will be used to heal
Tobit’s eyes.
The Tobit allusion pertains to our consideration of Mary’s legend for
two reasons: it suggests an alignment between Tobit and Zosimus, on the
one hand, and a parallel between Sarah and Mary on the other. Namely,
32Tobiae
33Tobiae

2:19.
3.24–25.
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the allusion aligns Tobit and Zosimus through the themes of blindness, of
symbolic emasculation, and of burial. Like the physically blinded and powerless Tobit, Zosimus, too, lacks vision, but his blindness remains a spiritual rather than a physical one. Like Tobit who finds himself emasculated
by his blindness and unable to care for his family without the aid of his
wife’s weaving work (not to mention his future daughter-in-law’s prayers),
Zosimus finds himself emasculated by a spiritual blindness which depends
upon the chaste and virginal Mary of Egypt for remediation. And just as
Tobit (before his blindness) gives proper burial to the Israelites slain by
King Sennacherib, so must Zosimus bury Mary of Egypt on his third visit
to the desert. In fact, the burial scene takes place at the very end of the
legend and seems to create a circular narrative; it sends readers back to the
introduction, which mentions Tobit and alludes to the Old Testament
figure famous for his burial of the slaughtered Israelites. Thus the end of
the legend again suggests that readers connect the two instances of burial:
those of Tobit’s fellow Israelites and that of Zosimus’s Egyptian Mary.
Just as the Tobit allusion suggests these parallels between Tobit and
Zosimus, Sarah and Mary of Egypt become parallel figures who assist the
powerless and symbolically emasculated Tobit and Zosimus in their
respective stories. That is, the Old Testament allusion aligns the two
women as helpers to the men suffering from real or symbolic blindness, a
lack of vision that may only be overcome with the assistance of chaste,
female “virgin” figures. For the core of Sarah’s power stems from her
status as a faithful and chaste woman, and her virginity is associated with
her influence on God. For instance, in the prayer that helps her to gain her
husband—a prayer also connected with the restoration of her future
father-in-law’s sight since God hears both this and Tobit’s prayer simultaneously—Sarah emphasizes her unwavering concentration on God, her
chaste nature which has never known lust, and her virginity. Sarah prays to
God,
ad te Domine faciem meam converto ad te oculos meos converto
[…] tu scis Domine quia numquam concupivi virum et mundam
servavi animam meam ab omni concupiscentia numquam cum
ludentibus miscui me neque cum his qui in levitate ambulant participem me prabui.
[To thee, O Lord, I turn my face, to thee I direct my eyes {…}
Thou knowest, O Lord, that I never coveted a husband, and have
kept my soul clean from all lust. Never have I joined myself with
them that play: neither have I made myself partaker with them
that walk in lightness].34
34Tobiae

3:14–17.
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Like Sarah, Mary of Egypt gains power through her chastity, her prayer,
and her spiritual vision; after having renounced sexual pleasure, she
becomes so empowered that she may enter the shrine containing Christ’s
Rood, levitate, walk across water, and survive in the desert without substantial nourishment. A hedonistic and lascivious creature before her
repentance and conversion, Mary is now able to resist and eventually to
renounce all desire for the pleasures of the physical world. She is also pivotal in aiding the monk Zosimus to realize his self-righteous and imperfect
spiritual state when they encounter one another in the desert. Thus the
Tobit allusion parallels Mary and Sarah as empowered and chaste women
who help to heal the blindness (whether spiritual or real) of the
“wounded” men in their respective stories.
Sarah’s feminine, virginal power in the Tobit story echoes similar
instances or allusions in Saint Mary’s legend. The Marian vision seen by
Mary of Egypt reminds the reader of the Virgin’s power to heal with her
grace; the allusion to the Magdalene through the foot-ablution scene
recalls her superior status to the (male) apostles who, unlike herself, were
not honored with seeing (and, at least initially, believing in) the image of
the resurrected Christ; and, finally, Mary of Egypt herself acts as a powerful, sight-giving, and chaste “virgin” for the spiritually blinded Zosimus.
While, in the medieval mind, Mary Magdalene and Mary of Egypt are figurative rather than real virgins, their former association with sex—coupled
with their chaste lives as penitents and as “born-again” virgins who no
longer enjoy sensual pleasures—may actually strengthen their influence
over men through the medieval “association of sex with knowledge.”35
Perhaps more importantly, regardless of their “real” status as virgins, Mary
of Egypt and Mary Magdalene serve as examples of powerful women who
aid other human beings of the male sex. Similarly, Sarah and the Egyptian
Mary each heal blind, impotent, and emasculated males in the figures of
Tobit and Zosimus. Thus the Tobit allusion not only anticipates a parallel
between Tobit’s literal blindness and Zosimus’s spiritual blindness, but it
also reminds readers of the connection between chastity and female power
by linking Sarah and the Marys.
While the Greek, Latin, and Anglo-Saxon versions of the Mary of
Egypt myth all contain allusions to immasculated females (the three
Marys), and while the latter two texts suggest emasculated males (Tobit
and Zosimus) as well as the powerful exemplum of the chaste Sarah
through the Tobit introduction, there exists one deviation in the Old
English text which specifically emphasizes the shifting gender dynamics
already permeating the several renditions of the legend. During Zosimus’s
third and final visit to the desert when Mary is already dead, the frustrated
35Lees,

“Gender and Text,” 17.
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and exhausted monk finds himself incapable of penetrating the hardened
desert sands to accomplish her last wish for burial; in a desert wasteland
where no such life forms have been espied by Mary or the monk for
decades, a lion suddenly and strangely appears as a kind of deus ex machina
to dig the deceased Mary’s grave. Looking up with a heavy heart from the
seemingly impossible task of digging the saint’s grave, Zosimus espies the
beast, one described grammatically in all three (the Greek, the Latin, and,
at least initially, the Old English) versions of the legend as a male animal.
oJra/~ levonta mevgan tw/` leivyanw/ th~" æOsiva" parestw~ta, kai; ta;
i[cnh aujth~" ajnaleivconta.36
Et respiciens, vidit ingentis formae leonem juxta corpus sanctae
stantem, et ejus plantas lambentem.37
†a he [Zosimus] hine beseah †a geseah he unmaettre micelnysse
leon wi∂ †aere halgan lichaman standan. and hit his fot-lastes liccode [when he {Zosimus} looked around him, he saw a lion of
exceeding bigness stand beside the holy body; and it licked the
traces of its {the body’s} feet].38
Since feminine forms of the noun “lion” existed both in Greek and in
Latin long before the earliest written versions of the Mary of Egypt legend, we might here assume that both Sophronius in the sixth century and
Paulus the deacon in the eighth century consciously wished to indicate a
male animal—a lion, and not a lioness—in their respective texts. For the
feminine form “lioness” is used neither in the Greek, where it is recorded
as first being used by Heroditus in the fifth century B.C.E.,39 nor in the
Latin, where the feminine form was used as early as the first century
B.C.E.40 Thus the status of the lion as a male animal is clearly indicated in
the original Greek and Latin texts by the declension of the nouns in masculine form: “levonta” in the Greek and “leonem” in the Latin.
The case of the word “lion” in Anglo-Saxon is somewhat more complex to determine; the Old English noun for “lion,” “leo, leon,” is a
strong masculine noun which may indicate a lion of either the male or the
female sex.41 To complicate the actual gender of the animal further, when
it first appears in the Old English text, the anonymous translator uses the
36J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus. Series Graeca, vol. 87 part 3 (Paris: Garnier,
1878–1904), col. 3724, cap. 39.
37J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus. Series Latina, vol. 73 (Turnholt: Brepols,
1963), col. 688, cap. 26, emphasis added.
38Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 772–73, 799–801, emphasis added.
39Liddel Scott, s.v.
40Oxford Latin Dictionary, s.v.
41I.e., “leo, g. leon, m.f. A lion or lioness”: Joseph Bosworth, and T. Northcote Toller,
eds., An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), 629.
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neuter form of the personal pronoun “hit” (it) in line 773. The instance
of the pronoun “hit,” however, may have more to do with both the animal’s status as a nonhuman life form than with its sex, for male or female
animals or pets may logically be called “it” rather than “he” or “she,”
respectively. Similarly, the translator’s description of the beast as a neuter
“wildeor” in line 77442 may have had an influence on the use of the neuter
pronoun “hit” in the lines immediately preceding it: “†a wear∂ he gefyrht
mid ege †aes unmaetan wildeores” [Then was he affrighted, for fear of the
huge wild beast].43
Frightened by the unexpected apparition of the huge and ferociouslooking animal and hoping for divine protection, Zosimus makes the sign
of the cross all around himself (a gesture he also made upon first seeing
Mary of Egypt as she levitated in prayer) and begs the lion to help him dig
the grave. It is at that moment in the Old English translation that the masculine lion shifts gender and changes from a masculine lion or neuter wild
beast into a lioness, even though the animal consistently remains of the
male sex both in the Greek version and, perhaps more importantly, in the
Latin text by Paulus from which the tenth-century Old English translator
worked:
oJ de; ijdw;n to; qhrivon, suvntromo" g°evgonen fobouvmeno", mavlista
mnhsqei;" tw~n rJhmavtw~n Mariva", eijpouvsh" o{ti oujdevpote qhrivon
ejqeavsato. tw~ de; shmeivw≥ tou` staurou` sfragisavmeno", ejpivsteusen w~" ajblab`h` fulavxei tou`ton th`" keimevnh" hJ duvnami". oJ de;
levwn h[rxato prossaivnein tw≥` gevronti, oujci; tou`ton toi`" kinhvmasi
movnon ajspazovmeno", ajlla; kai; proqevseiª…ºeujqu" de; a{ma tw≥` rJhvmati toi`" ejmprosqivoi" posi;n o[rugma ejpoivhsen ªoJ levwnº, o{son
h{rkei tw≥` swvmati qaptovmenon.44
Videns autem, contremuit prae pavore grandissimae ferae illius,
praecipue quia audierat sanctam feminam illam dicentem quia
nunquam aliquam feram viderat. Signo autem se crucis confirmavit undique credens quia illaesum custodire valet eum virtus
jacentis. Leo autem coepit innuere seni, blandis eum nutibus salutans […] leo cum brachiis fecit ipse foveam, quanta ad sepeliendum
sanctae corpusculum sufficere posset.45
†a wear∂ he gefyrht mid ege †aes unmaetan wildeores. and ealre
swi∂ost for-†on †e †oet halige wif him aer to cwoe∂. †oet heo †aer
naenig wildeor ne gesawe. ac he hine sona aeghwanon mid †aere
42“wildeor, es; n. A wild animal, wild beast”: Bosworth and Toller, Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, 1223.
43Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 773–74, 801–2.
44Minge, Patrologiae Graeca, cols. 3724–25, cap. 39.
45Migne, Patrologiae Latina, cols. 688–89, caps. 26–27, emphasis added.
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rode-tacne gewaepnode. and mid [maegene] †aere licgendan. †a
ongan seo leo faegnian wi∂ †aes ealdan weard. and hine mid his
leo∂um styrgendum grette […] seo leo mid hire clifrum. earmum
scræf geworhte. swa micel swa genihtsumode †ære halgan to byrgenne [Then was he affrighted, for fear of the huge wild beast;
and most of all, because the holy woman had before said to him,
that she had never seen a wild beast there. But he soon protected
himself on every side by the sign of the cross, and by the power of
her who lay there. Then began the lion to fawn upon the old man,
and greeted him with its moving limbs {…} the lioness, by means
of her claws, wrought a grave with her arms, as great as sufficed to
bury the saint in].46
The translator’s use of the nominative feminine singular adjective “seo” in
lines 777 and 787 indicates grammatically that the animal must be female.
A review of Mitchell and Robinson’s paradigm for the Anglo-Saxon
demonstrative definite article “se” (the, that) shows that the adjective
“seo” can only accompany a feminine singular nominative noun:47
Nom.

Singular
Masc.
se

Singular
Neut.
†aet

Singular
Fem.
seo, sio

Plural
genders
†a

Similarly, the translator’s use of the third-person feminine singular adjective “hire” in the dative construction “mid hire clifrum. earmum”
(emphasis added) in line 787 can only indicate a singular feminine subject,
in this case a female lion who digs the grave “with her claws [and her]
arms”: 48
Dat.

Singular
Masc.
him

Singular
Neut.
him

Singular
Fem.
hire

Plural
genders
him, heom

In point of fact, the anonymous scribe’s or translator’s use of “hit” (“it”)
rather than “heo” or “hio” (the third-person nominative forms for “she”)
here but “hire clifrum” (for “her claws”) later on in the burial scene marks
an inconsistency which demands our attention. The grammatical shift
unambiguously indicates an alteration from the masculine lion (“leon”)
46Skeat,
47Bruce

Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 773–88, 801–16, emphasis added.
Mitchell and Fred C. Robinson, A Guide to Old English, 5th ed. (Oxford and
Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992), 18, emphasis added.
48Mitchell and Robinson, Guide to Old English, 18, emphasis added.
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and neuter wild animal (“hit” and “wildeaor”) to a female lioness (“seo
leo”). The deviation in the Old English text poses a pressing question: is
the change of gender indicative of a different reception of the legend?
How might the change from a neuter lion to a female or feminine lioness
alter the meaning of the legend as a whole?
Before addressing these questions let us first consider the context in
which the gender alteration is found. The neuter lion (“hit”) suddenly
becomes a lioness (“seo”) immediately after Zosimus has botched an
attempt to dig Mary’s grave because the desert sand is too dry and hard.
The monk miserably fails to penetrate “seo eor∂e” (the feminine “mother
earth”) with his randomly obtained stick.
†a he †us on his heortan digollice spræc. †a geseah he †ær swile
hwugu treow licgende and †æt lytel. ongan †a †ær mid delfan.
witodlice swi∂e georne. and [seo eor∂e] wæs swi∂e heard and ne
mihte heo adelfan for-†on he wæs swi∂e gewæced æg∂er ge mid
fæstene ge on †am langan geswince.
[Whilst he thus spake secretly in his heart, he saw there as it were
a piece of wood lying, and that but a little one. Therewith he began
to dig very diligently; and {the earth} was very hard, and he could
not dig into it, because he was much weakened, both by fasting
and by long toil.]49
It is only after he addresses the (neuter) “wildeor” and requests its help
that the lion is described as a lioness: “‘But do thou now perform this
work, at the divine behest, with thy claws, until that we two enclose this
holy body in the earth.’ Immediately after his words, the lioness, by means
of her claws, wrought a grave with her arms.”50 In repetition of the legend’s recurrent motif in which the emasculated male receives aid from the
immasculated or empowered female, Zosimus here finds himself incapable
of completing the task which a female animal, the lioness, accomplishes.
The contrast between the competency of the lioness’s claws and the inefficiency of the monk’s stick clearly delineates itself.
The piece of wood Zosimus has found lying on the ground not only
proves useless for grave digging, but it may also signify the monk’s emasculation by echoing Mary’s discarded wooden spindle. That is, in picking
up the spindle-like stick, Zosimus seems to switch gender roles by adopting the feminine symbol which Mary had discarded before her departure
from Alexandria earlier on in the story. Just as the lion seems to change
genders by being transformed into a lioness, Zosimus here seems to have

49Skeat,
50Skeat,

Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 765–770, 793–97, emphasis added.
Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 814–15.
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been transformed into a womanly man by grasping the “womanly” tool
for weaving, the symbolic spindle suggested by the digging stick.
At the same time, the lioness seems “masculine” due to the superior
muscular strength in her claws and arms; her power is only underscored by
the helpless monk’s “hwugu treow.” His “lytel” piece of wood may signal
the masculine phallus; but instead of being a symbol of agency, strength,
or fertility, here the phallic stick represents the humiliated Zosimus’s
impotency. With his body “much weakened,” the monk has completely
failed to begin, let alone complete his task, the digging of the grave. On
the one hand, then, Zosimus has become effeminized by adopting a symbolic object recalling the feminine spindle; on the other hand, if the piece
of wood is viewed as a fruitless phallic symbol, it produces his emasculation by rendering him a symbolically impotent male. In either case, the
rather odd apparition of the stick in the middle of an uninhabited, barren
desert demands the reader’s attention by suggesting Zosimus’s, like the
lion’s, wavering gender.
While the appearance of the piece of wood near Mary’s body may
strike readers as abnormal or strange, this coincidence is less extraordinary
than the apparition of the lion itself. The text explicitly states three times
that neither Mary nor Zosimus has ever seen human, bird, or other animal
life forms in their singular wanderings through the sandy wilderness.51
Consequently, the remarkable presence of the lion, like Zosimus’s stick,
acts as a signal which demands the reader’s scrutiny. Since the beast
changes gender from the time Zosimus first sees “hit” to the time “heo”
digs Mary’s grave with “hire” claws, the lioness begs readers to focus their
attention on changing gender roles in the legend, an aspect of the story
which has generally been ignored.
Perhaps because her life offered a novel and controversial gender paradigm, Mary of Egypt did not enjoy any great popularity in medieval
Europe before the tenth century, and the Church fathers did not care to
deal with this problematic female saint until the end of the twelfth century.52 In her 1997 work, Julie W. De Sherbinin suggests that the Egyptian Mary’s relative absence in the pre-tenth-century West—as opposed to
her popularity in the Orthodox Church throughout the centuries—may
stem from the European medieval and Renaissance male taste for feminine
voluptuousness. Focusing on the “two Marys” (the “virginal” Mary,
Mother of God, on the one hand, and the “sinful” Mary of Egypt on the
other), De Sherbinin shows how these two prototypes helped to define
female sexuality from medieval times down to the present day and then
points out how Mary of Egypt and Mary Magdalene have often been “two
51Skeat, Aelfric’s Lives of Saints, 190, 612, 803.
52Julie W. De Sherbinin, Chekhov and Russian

Religious Culture: The Poetics of the
Marian Paradigm (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1997), 13–14.
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harlots fused into a single symbol” in Western art and hagiography.53
Interestingly, the Egyptian’s status as a prostitute seems to have been
gradually projected onto the Magdalene who is cured of “seven devils,”
but who is never specifically called a prostitute.54 In fact, the mention of
the seven demons expelled from the Magdalene more readily suggests the
correction of a physical, and not a moral or behavioral, disorder. As De
Sherbinin shows, the tendency to confuse the two sinful Marys prevails in
Western hagiographical art, while in the Orthodox world Mary of Egypt is
distinguished from the Magdalene by the former’s androgynized incarnation and the latter’s more feminine and alluring appearance.55
If the licentious Egyptian Mar y has been collapsed onto the
Magdalene by rendering her a whore, the Magdalene’s long hair has conversely been projected onto the unpaid prostitute form Alexandria.
Despite unambiguous descriptions of the Egyptian’s short bleached hair,
the Magdalene’s long locks suddenly sprouted into late medieval textual
and artistic renditions of the legend when hair literally grew not only out
of Mary of Egypt’s head, but also onto her entire body. For late medieval
versions of the legend describe how Mary actually grows a coat of hair to
cover her nakedness, something instead accomplished by Zosimus’s cloak
in the earliest versions of the text. While it is not clear exactly when or how
the two Marys merged into one symbol, the confusion appears in late
medieval Anglo-Norman, French, and Iberian peninsular texts, as we see,
for example, in Caxton’s 1483 Golden Legende.56
As for the Egyptian, the ostensible reason for the scribes’ and artists’
covering her body with a hair shift was to symbolize the saint’s humility
and chaste spirit. However, a modern audience can quickly recognize how
the long hair as sexual fetish actually eroticizes Mary and lends her a sexual, feminized charge. The robe of hair covering the once licentious saint
seems to invite an audience into a kind of peep-show situation in which
the mind’s eye imagines the seductive body behind the curtain of hair. In
the cases of some artistic depictions of Saint Mary of Egypt, such as that
53Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex (New York: Vintage Books, 1983), 234, cited in
De Sherbinin, Chekhov and Russian Religious Culture, 25.
54Luke 8:2.
55See, for example, De Sherbinin, Chekhov and Russian Religious Culture, chaps. 1–3;
De Sherbinin also includes several illustrations of Mary of Egypt in Orthodox iconography
at the end of chapter 3.
56For a discussion on depictions of Mary of Egypt in Western medieval art, see Ilse E.
Friesen, “Saints as Helpers in Dying: The Hairy Holy Women Mary Magdalene, Mary of
Egypt, and Wilgefortis in the Iconography of the Later Middle Ages,” Death and Dying in
the Middle Ages, ed. Edelgard E. DuBruck (New York: Peter Lang, 1999), 239–56; and
Lynn Rice Cortina, “The Aesthetics of Morality: Two Portraits of Mary of Egypt in the Vida
de Sant Maria Egipiciaca,” Hispanic Journal 2 (1980): 41–45. For a compilation of Western
sculptures and paintings from the middle ages and the early modern period, see Manuel
Alvar, ed., Vida de Santa Maria Egipciaca, vol. 2 (Madrid: Clasicos Hispanicos, 1970).
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seen in the “Encounter with Zosimus” woodcut by Jean Du Pré for the
1489 edition of Jacques de Voragine’s Legende Dorée (see figure 1), very

Figure 1

little imagination need be used to view Mary’s sexualized and sensuous
body. Such illustrations—ones which greatly deviate from the seminal
texts of the legend—suggest a strictly Western resistance to Mary’s status
as an empowered, immasculated, and virile female saint. Unlike the image
suggested in the woodcut, the earliest texts nowhere describe Mary as
beautiful, and nowhere are we told that she has long hair. When Zosimus
meets the Egyptian she is an old, black, hardened woman with unattractive, short white hair. While Orthodox iconography more faithfully portrays Mary in her hoary, elderly, and androgonous state, these aspects of
the woman’s appearance are virtually erased in Western art of the Middle
Ages.
Returning to the Old English text, readers might not only challenge
simplified or biased interpretations which focus mainly on what Zosimus
gains from Mary as he “learns humility and gains a clearer sense of self,”57
but they should also be wary of critical misinterpretations and artistic mis57 Simon Lavery, “The Story of Mary the Egyption in Medieval England,” in The
Legend of Mary of Egypt in Medieval Insular Hagiography, ed. Erich Poppe and Bianca Ross
(Portland: Four Courts Press, 1996), 129.
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representations of Saint Mary and of her legend. For instance, commentaries which cite Zosimus’s active role in Mary’s burial are not only
misleading, but they are also inaccurate.58 In point of fact, Zosimus does
nothing to produce the grave which the lion—or rather the lioness—completes with ease. Moreover, the monk has been in many ways secondary
and subservient to Mary throughout the myth; her repentance and spiritual vision, I argue, is much more significant than his religious blindness
and eventual enlightenment. For critical studies which focus on Zosimus’s
education diminish Mary’s spiritual superiority and fail to do justice to her
as well as to the rich levels of meaning in the text itself. Mary’s life constitutes more than a list of “actions which of themselves merely create an
emptiness in her”;59 the saint remains connected to the Christian community through her prayers for others, including Zosimus. Clearly, the message of the legend of Saint Mary of Egypt does not center solely around
the enlightenment experienced by the monk Zosimus. As we have seen, an
argument may also be made for the legend as an exemplum of feminine
empowerment. Especially in the Old English translation, the lioness in the
text demands that readers reconsider Mary’s status as former sinner turned
immasculated female saint to be just as important as, if not more important than, the lesson learned by the once spiritually blinded Zosimus.

58For example Rosenthal’s claim, “with the aid of a lioness, he dug her grave,” The
“Vitae Patrum” in Old and Middle English Literature (Folcroft: Folcroft Library Editions,
1974), 24.
59Colin Chase, “Source Study as a Trick with Mirrors: Annihilation of Meaning in the
Old English ‘Mary of Egypt,’” Sources of Anglo-Saxon Culture (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Press, 1986), 31.
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